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A Libertarian candidate for president stresses personal freedom, choices

BY JOE Sampson
Staff Writer

"Government is the only thing that can force you to do something that you think need to be changed," Reed said.

"We do a lot of things during the GSS meetings, pass a lot of resolutions, but we don't have concrete action. We have to move beyond what we call a 'wholly bunch of issues,'" Traacy said.

Reed and Traacy oppose Residential Life's renovation plans for the Memorial Union. The renovations, which Reed said will cost approximately $178,000, will eliminate the food service in the Drye Yankee, converting two large conference rooms beside the Drye Yankee into a food court, increasing Memorial Union's space, taking out the game room and installing a computer room in its place.

"I hope approved because of those changes," Reed said. "I was spent to improve existing facilities. Why not just
grow the places that are the best, like the Book's? I'm so busy you can't even eat at a table there without spill
ing over your desk," Reed said.

Reed also opposes the proposed move of the student Credit Union from the Memorial Union. The reason for the move is the numb-
er of small transactions handled at the Credit Union, which he said the Board of Directors felt could be processed by an ATM machine.

"If the Credit Union is really interested in staying in A wing, I don't see why they can't move a wall or something
to keep the union at its current space," Reed said.

American presidential candidate Andre Marrou spoke to Bangor Sunday afternoon. (Kiesow photo.)

Global National Prods. Memoirs saidereview the reduction of hundreds ofnumberclassrooms and overlay classroom requirements.

"There is a new in the competition process, Memo-

Volunteer Writer

"VOTE LIBERTARIAN

ANDRE MARROU"

Greeks Lambda Chi returning to UMaine

By Sean P. Campbell
Volunteer Writer

After a 12-year absence, Lambda Chi returned to the university campus. (Kiesow photo.)

"I'm not opposed to some of these chan-ges," Reed said.

"Students are already being pushed off campus that much more," he said. "This means for students to get a lot more eating in the future..." Reed said.

"I'm going to tell you that no one things that I thought would be charged," Reed said.

"I've been here since the creation of Lambda Chi, and attribute much of its early suc-
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Lambda Chi's national office in Indiana, which distributes Greek Fraternity Scholarships, said Lambda Chi is "in the top 10 percent of all Greek fraternities." (Kiesow photo.)
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**World Briefs**

- Study shows breast milk affects mental development
- Algiers has deadliest unrest since military control
- Full wallet stops bullet aimed to kill dentist

**Study gives evidence that breast milk gives children higher IQs**

LONDON (AP) — A study provides evidence that breast milk may have a beneficial effect on the mental development of children. The study, of 393 children who were born prematurely, showed that those who were breastfed had IQ scores 4.5 points higher at 10 years than children who received formula only.

The results are reported in the Feb. 1 issue of the Lancet, a British medical journal.

Theresa Pain, the Lancet's editor, said, "It's very strong evidence." He said an earlier study was not as strong because it was based on women's memories rather than observation.

Michael Clarke, a researcher and head of Infant and Child Nutrition at the Medical Research Council's Dunn Nutrition Unit in Cambridge, said the study showed that breast milk is the "gold standard" of nutrition and that breast milk is the best possible food for infants.

Lucas's study found that 193 children who had gotten either breast milk alone or breast milk plus formula scored significantly higher on IQ tests compared to 107 who had gotten formula only — scoring 105.7 points versus 93.1. The IQ tests were given at age 7 1/2 or 8.

**Political unrest**

Five die in clashes between police, citizens during prayer services

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — Muslim fundamentalists claimed Saturday that five people had died in bloody clashes with police at prayer services in the capital, the deadliest unrest since the military took power.

The Islamic Salvation Front said in a communiqué that clashes broke out between Muslim fundamentalists and police during Friday prayers in the central market in Algiers. Six men were killed, the communiqué said.

At least five people were killed, the Salvation Front claimed, and 100 were wounded. Most of those injured were either Jews, or religious leaders, loyal to the fundamentalist party.

The Salvation Front and violence continued Saturday in Oran, the country's second-largest city, in Constantine, the third-largest city, and in Algiers in the north.

The reports could not be independently verified, but they were consistent with widespread violence Friday as police tried to rebuff a new wave of banning crowds from gathering outside mosques.

**Natural disaster**

Earthquake jolts Tokyo, injuring at least 30

TOKYO (AP) — A strong earthquake shook the Tokyo area early Sunday, jolting buildings and waking residents before dawn, at least 30 people were injured, three buildings were damaged and one was knocked down.

The 5.7 magnitude quake at 12:02 a.m. (10:02 p.m. EST Saturday) was the strongest to hit Japan in years.

Most residents of Tokyo were not even aware of the quake, but those who felt it in Tokyo, which is 44.2 miles from the epicenter, reported feeling it strongly.

Japan Railways said all trains were halted in the Tokyo area to inspect for damage. The country's famous "bullet trains" nearly resumed service within two hours. NTV, the country's most popular TV station, broadcast scenes of crowded rail platforms and long lines at taxi stands.

**Wallet stops bullet**

TOKYO (AP) — A dentist's fat wallet saved his life when it stopped a bullet in a murder attempt, police said Friday.

Hiroshi Oyama, 62-year-old dentist in Osaka, western Japan, was confronted by a gunman late Thursday outside his house in a small western suburb.

"He shot Dr. Oyama," said a police official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The official said that as the gunman fired, Oyama's wallet fell to the floor and the bullet hit it. The wallet contained 42 Japanese bills.

"Mr. Oyama wasn't injured at all," the official said. "He was very lucky.

**Suffrage suffering**

35 die in voting dispute

YAOUNDE, Cameroon (AP) — Fighting broke out between members of two northern Cameroon clans during voter registration meetings Tuesday, killing at least 35 people, officials said.

Fighting between the Peul and the Fulani clans had been going on since October 1988, when the government allowed them to vote for the first time.

**Avalanche**

At least 105 reported killed in series of avalanches in Turkey

SIIRT, Turkey (AP) — A series of avalanches killed at least 105 people Saturday in eastern Turkey, the semi-official Anatolia News Agency said.

Seven bodies were recovered from under tons of snow, the agency said.

Turkish television reported that Premier Suleyman Demirel had decided to cancel his trip to Russia and to return to Turkey. He was planning an economic forum.

**Terrorism**

Palestinian guerrilla leader placed in custody at hospital

PARIS (AP) — French authorities have placed Palestinian guerrilla leader George Habash in custody at a Paris hospital and will interrogate him about terrorism cases if his health permits, a Cabinet minister said Saturday.

The 65-year-old Habash, leader of the radical Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, was hospitalized in Paris after collapsing aboard a plane that was preparing to take off from Tunis earlier this week.

Habash was placed under guard at the Red Cross hospital Thursday night after he was taken to the hospital. He was placed under guard at the Red Cross hospital Thursday night.

Habash's entry into France was approved by senior civil servants and arraigned through contacts between the Palestine Liberation Organization and France's domestic intelligence agency.

Habash's entry into France was approved by senior civil servants and arraigned through contacts between the Palestine Liberation Organization and France's domestic intelligence agency.
Lecture series

Healthspeak dealing with health issues of the '90s

By Kristy Marriner

Contemporary health issues will be the focus of discussions in Healthspeak, a new lecture series beginning this month.

The series, co-sponsored by Student Health Services and the Memorial Union, will deal with health issues such as politics, personal lives and women's health.

"The purpose of the series is to get people talking about health related issues that have public policy implications," said Marsha Eastman, coordinator of nursing at Cutler Health Center.

Healthspeak has been funded by the University Newscounter, located in the Union on the first floor of the Union. Profits from the Newscounter go to fund other Union programs.

"A lot of us get into careers with high expectations and long hours," Eastman said. "Expectations and long hours, 'A lot of us get into careers with high expectations and long hours,' Eastman said.

"A lot of us get into careers with high expectations and long hours," Eastman said. "Expectations and long hours, especially with Work Addiction," she said.

"Students in different disciplines are interested in different lectures," Eastman said. "We were glad to provide a place for the community to come together." Eastman said the issues will appeal to a wide audience.

"Students in different disciplines are interested in different lectures," Eastman said. "We were glad to provide a place for the community to come together." Eastman said the issues will appeal to a wide audience.

"Many students are overstressed, and that can lead to high intakes of caffeine, smoking or substance abuse," Eastman said.

"Many students are overstressed, and that can lead to high intakes of caffeine, smoking or substance abuse," Eastman said.

"The health connection is that there are some problems that women have in common all over the world," Eastman said.

"The health connection is that there are some problems that women have in common all over the world," Eastman said.

"My hope is that it will spark many new interests and ideas," Rand said.

"My hope is that it will spark many new interests and ideas," Rand said.
Investigation continuing of CUNY stampede
By Amy Reynolds

On February 14th The Maine Campus will be publishing Valentine’s Day Personals.

The investigations have turned up the following:

• The event was overall. Although the arena's legal capacity is slightly more than 3,500, police estimated the crowd at that limit reached nearly 1,000.

• Security was insufficient for the large crowd as the Evening Student Government, which sponsored the celebrity basketball game, lacked capable adult supervision.

• The200-foot crowd was inside the building, but not inside the gym, when the male UW security guards came on the scene.

• Witnesses reported seeing and hearing a large number of people running in the gymnasium. Some believed this caused the crowd to rush out.

• The large crowd was inside the building, but not inside the gym, when the male UW security guards came on the scene.

A U. S. District Judge has ruled that Alabama must end all segregation in its university system.

According to Michael J. Cuyjet, director of campus activities at the University of Maryland and the author of a 1984 study on student government sponsorship of events, it is not unusual for student governments to handle fund-raisers or entertainment, but those events are usually run by a concert committee.

Cuyjet said it is not unusual for student governments to handle fund-raisers or entertainment, but those events are usually run by a concert committee.

As a result of the stampede, Cuyjet said, the university may find itself re-evaluating its process.
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Older students going to college in record numbers

By Amy Reynolds

"We've seen for a long time that when the economy goes down... a lot of people cycle back into the university," says Dayous. Minor worked with her husband to build a family fishing business. One of the biggest motivating factors is the job market, which is becoming more competitive.

Although economic hardship is one explanation for the phenomenon, it is not the only one, nor is it the most popular. Many of the students-those over 25 who are returning-have set goals, improved their skills, and are perhaps the happiest of all.

Minor's amusement is obvious. "I said that this is something I always wanted to do. It's how you kids are going to school nowadays," she says. With millions of people like Caryl Ann Minor going back to school, that problem is slowly fading from higher education. Older students are returning to the classroom in unprecedented numbers.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Statistics, 5.5 million college students were age 25 or older in 1991, one of more than five women in college was 50 or older.

Another minority group that the Education Statistics reports is 41 percent of all college students are 25 or older, up from 39 percent in 1981. Statistics for 1992 expect the enrollment of students 25 or older to hit the 7 million mark.

One researcher at the NCES offered an interpretation of the flood. "One of the things that happens, the economy slows and people will return to school."

Female reporter banned from Indiana locker room

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (CPS) — Hot-tempered Coach Bobby Knight made news again in December when he barred a female reporter from the men's basketball locker room. Indiana University officials said he was following school policy.

The incident occurred after Indiana played Notre Dame and Associated Press reporter Beth Harris tried to go into the dressing room for an interview. Harris said she's interviewed players there before. But, according to the sports information officer, the school policy that has prevented the opposite sex to socialize with and interview women's basketball players. The policy regulating that players are available for interviews outside the locker room when requested.

The NCAA encourages equal access to university locker rooms, but it leaves the final decision up to individual schools. Cornell has religion degree

ITHACA, N.Y. (CPS) — Cornell University, once called "godless" because it was the only Ivy League university in the country without church origins, is finally giving religion full academic status.

The establishment of a major in religion means that students can now graduate with a degree in that field. Barry Adams, director of the new program, says he has been approached by a number of students interested in the degree.

"The most important motivation here was intellectual and students. They realized there have been courses in religion at Cornell, but as an academic discipline, it is firmly established at our peer institutions around the world," Adams said. "We realized that we were not 'covering the waterfront.'" Adams said.

School officials say Cornell's decision didn't want to create a "gendered" harassment, but showed women in non-traditional schools.

Government widening research overbilling probe to 14 colleges

(CPS) — The federal government has announced that it has officially widened its research overbilling investigation to include Massachusetts Institute of Technology in addition to Stanford University.

Now, three federal agencies say they also are working together in investigations of 14 other schools that they claim improperly billed the government for indirect costs associated with research.

According to the Department of Health and Human Services, an auditor has checked research-related expenses at the following schools: Yale University, Dartmouth College, the University of Michigan, the University of Pennsylvania, Emory University, John Hopkins University, the University of Pittsburgh, the University of Southern California, Washington University, Duke University, Rutgers University, the University of Chicago and the University of Miami.

Several other institutions are reportedly under investigation as well.
By Robert Irwin  
Associated Press Writer

Dahmer's gory confession to police told in trial

By Lisa Levitt Ryckman  
AP National Writer

Alleged victim testifies against Mike Tyson Friday

Friday, Fuller did not ask the woman about sex with Tyson, which the boxer maintained was consensual. "You never saw Mr. Tyson before July 18, but overnight an innocent-looking, quiet man was in your room," Fuller asked. "You will admit that you were highly attracted to him? You allegedly went to the couch? You allegedly went to the bed? "Yes, the victim replied. "Why didn't you sit at the coach?" the attorney asked. "You couldn't see the TV from the couch," she said.

"Mike Tyson and his licensee offered explicitly during the three-hour cross-examination. She never looked back, she glanced at her occasionally but never sought eye contact..." the attorney asked. She then asked about the 'seat' of the victim..." she said. The victim replied, "As she alluded to sex and begged for mercy. She said, "I said, 'Please, you're hurting me! Please, stop!' And he started laughing, like it was a game," she said at the trial.

"After the encounter, didn't you say, 'I would never see him again,' she replied. "How could I hope to have any relationship with him?""

Dahmer's confession of mutilating 17 males told
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**Presidential campaign**

Clinton still leading in polls with few gains for others

By John King
AP Political Writer

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) — Democratic presidential candidates went on the offensive as a result of former Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's favorable opinion rating in New Hampshire, a crucial early primary state.

It marked Clinton's campaign's first major assault on his leading rivals, who have largely avoided head-to-head confrontations.

The public and private polls show Clinton holding his New Hampshire lead, but his campaign has been interviewing voters to find out where they think he's going wrong.

While the controversy has come at a time when the other candidates are trying to position themselves in New Hampshire, it has also highlighted the issue of whether Clinton can win the nomination.

President Clinton has been under pressure in recent days. Tsongas, who decided to run publicly, has said privately that they might even have suffered because of the focus on Clinton, an Democratic presidential candidates gained little.

Ironically, aides to Harkin and Kerrey flatly deny — in a paid tabloid interview themselves in case he falters. Clinton's rivals are trying to position themselves in New Hampshire this week, with air time in New Hampshire this week, with his ad spending surging.

Still, the controversy came at a time when Clinton was in New Hampshire, where he's been campaigning frenetically in recent days.

Tsongas said this week, "wherein the campaign just got frozen for a month while people talk to each other."

He's not alone. Kerrey, too, has been distracted by an Arkansas woman's unsubstantiated claims — which Clinton denies in a paid tabloid interview they died a year after they been married.

Kerrey, too, has been campaigning in New Hampshire, where he's trying to talk on television Wednesday with the other candidates.

"I'm undecided, but I just may vote for him," Christine Bushman of North Hampton said after meeting Clinton.

"It's my impression," she said, "that he's more impressive in person than he is on TV."
OCB, ROC have a ball with returned money from treasurer

By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer

Members of the Off-Campus Board (OCB) and Residents On Campus (ROC) threw a party Saturday with restitution money from a former treasurer.

The event was called the Heckler Winterfest and was put on by OCB and ROC at Lengyl Gym.

Last Friday, students attended the Heckler Winterfest put on by OCB and ROC at Lengyl Gym.

Last May, Geoffrey Heilhecker, former ROC treasurer, pleaded guilty to embezzling $12,000 from ROC accounts. This fall he received a two-year suspended sentence in Penobscot Superior Court and had to pay $12,000 in restitution and $2,000 in fines. Heilhecker was also ordered to perform 160 hours of community service with the homeless in his home state of Maryland.

OCB recently received the $12,000 Heilhecker embezzled and decided to give it back to the students by throwing a warm-up to Bumstock called The Heckler Winterfest.

Four bands were hired to perform at the Hekfest, as it was called. Lionheart, Mystic Blues, Tom and The Scubas and Jennie and the Woodsmen played from 7 p.m. to shortly after midnight.

As a practically non-profit endeavor, ROC and OCB charged $1 for admission and provided free food and beer for 50 cents in the back corridor of the gym.

The event was attended by 300-400 people. A raffle was held and t-shirts, $50 cash and a CD player were awarded to ticket holders by Kurt Meletzke, former president of OCB.

"This is mad chaos," Meletzke said at the height of the concert.

Students who attended the event were impressed by the last band, Jennie and The Woodsmen. The first three bands were not well received.

"The scene is lame," said on-campus student Kim Shanahan, about the early part of the evening.

Jennie and The Woodsmen came on stage at about 10:30 and played until about 12:15. Covers of Janice Joplin, Bonnie Raitt and Melissa Ethridge were performed ... set they performed "Right Here, Right Now" by Jesus Jones during which the audience participated with frenzied dancing.

"I wasn't going to come because of the roads but I'm glad I did. The last band was really good," said Cathy LePage, off-campus student.

"The last band was definitely the best. Tom and The Scubas were basically booed off stage. People didn't even start dancing till the last band came on," said Bangor resident Paul Beaulieu.

Duke not allowed on California ballot for November

By John Howard
Associated Press Writer

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — California officials on Friday refused to place Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke on the Republican ballot in this state's June presidential primary.

Secretary of State March Fong Eu said Duke and Democrat Lyndon LaRouche were denied ballot position because they didn't qualify for federal matching funds.


Attorneys on Friday took his bid for ballot position in the March 10 Florida primary to a federal appeals court but expressed doubt that this year's voting would be affected by their action.

"The breakdown in my mind is that this case won't affect this election," said Robyn Blumner, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Florida, which sued on behalf of Duke and four Democratichopefuls.

U.S. District Judge Federico Moreno in Miami denied Duke access to the Republican ballot Thursday, and Ms. Blumner said the appeal was filed Friday with the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta.

In comment Tuesday before Miami Republicans gathered outside the courthouse to express support for President Bush, Attorney General Janet Reno said Duke's views, such as "Naziism, racism, bigotry," were not in line with the Republican platform.

The former Louisiana state legislator and Klan grand wizard launched his presidential campaign after losing his bid for Louisiana governor last year.

Only three more days until...

BIG FUN

Thursday Nights Live
from the Red Rock Cafe
8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission

Meet people. Add a line to your résumé. Improve your communications skills.

Applications for Tour Guides and Student Interviewers available now in the Admissions Office, Chadbourne Hall. For more information please call the Admissions Office at 581-1561, or Shank at 827-0342.


Duke would have to submit more than 5,000 signatures of registered Republican voters.

Duke spokesman Marc Ellis said the campaign would qualify for federal funds sometime in February.

"We've already collected more than 5,000 signatures in 20 different states, in contributions from individuals of $250 or less. Presidential funds and contributions towards the Republican primary ballot.


Duke has led the effort to get on the ballot in a number of states.

In November, his name appeared on Florida's ballot for the first time. Heilhecker is a former candidate for the Republican primary.

"The breakdown in my mind is that this case won't affect this election," said Robyn Blumner, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Florida, which sued on behalf of Duke and four Democratichopefuls.

David Duke

"I wasn't going to come because of the roads but I'm glad I did. The last band was really good," said Cathy LePage, off-campus student.

"The last band was definitely the best. Tom and The Scubas were basically booed off stage. People didn't even start dancing till the last band came on," said Bangor resident Paul Beaulieu.

Only three more days until...

BIG FUN

Thursday Nights Live
from the Red Rock Cafe
8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission

Meet people. Add a line to your résumé. Improve your communications skills.

Applications for Tour Guides and Student Interviewers available now in the Admissions Office, Chadbourne Hall. For more information please call the Admissions Office at 581-1561, or Shank at 827-0342.
Moscow McDonald’s accused of serving only the elite

By Wendy Sloane
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) — As McDonald’s celebrated its second anniversary in Moscow Friday, a leading newspaper accused the country’s first Western fast food establishment of catering to only a tiny elite that has money to burn.

Prices have jumped more than 300 percent since Moscow-McDonald’s opened its doors, primarily due to rising costs of local food products, according to the management of the Canadian-Soviet owned restaurant.

“McDonald’s has the highest food prices of any fast food chain in this country,” the Moskovskaya Pravda said in its Feb. 3 edition.

“It’s a cruel irony that such a prestigious company should have to cater to only a few expensively,” it said.

“We want McDonald’s to be affordable and inviting to the masses,” the paper’s editorial said.

The paper cited examples of restaurants that have successfully marketed themselves to a broad social spectrum, including a new chain of plush restaurants that serve vegetarian food.

The ruble is worth one cent at the tourist exchange rate. The average Russian salary is only about 960 rubles monthly, according to statistics provided by the Russian Labor Ministry.

“We want McDonald’s to be affordable and inviting to the masses,” the paper’s editorial said.

“The price drop begins Saturday. But that will hardly pacify hungry Muscovites, who have seen the price of a Big Mac go from 16 rubles two years ago to... to experience a ‘taste of the West’ resort to bringing their own sandwiches to eat along with McDonald’s softdrinks.

The ruble is worth one cent at the tourist exchange rate. The average Russian salary is only about 960 rubles monthly, according to statistics provided by the Russian Labor Ministry.
Neither side wins

A memorandum issued by Interim President John Hitt on Dec. 17, 1991 notified several of the University of Maine's upper administrators of an impending suspension of the distribution of printed materials to legislators.

Several of the University's upper administrators complained to the media that the decision was a result of political pandering. It was attributed to both increased costs and a desire to promote a more efficient use of time.

Sent to the vice presidents, Director of Financial Management Chick Rauch, Assistant Vice President for Public Affairs Anne Nabb and Administrator Michael Ploushek, the memo was a wake-up call.

Appropriately, the arrival of the buy, most well-conceived and informative brochure or newsletter on what to do with our profligate waste of resources during this budget crisis, the memo stated. Find this attempt immature and petty at best. Isn't this supposed to be an environment that encourages open, free exchange of ideas?

What is it that the legislators receive that is so bad? After all, everything mailed out goes through the U.S. Mail happy healthy. What is the Chancellor afraid of? The memo boils down to the university saying play nice or we'll take our toys and go home.

Sure, the administration has just had to endure a 5.5% pay cut for many of its members. And, all lawmakers haven't had the recent things to say about the university lately. However, the university is not a priori to be won or controlled by either side. In the long run and even the only people getting hurt are the students.

Both groups need to work together to bring the university's educational system through the recession. Neither side is going to win if the current hostile attitudes persist.

The administration should try to take the first step toward a sort of reconciliation. This memo is nothing but a childish attempt at thumbing our noses at the Legislature. (MAA)

Editorial Page

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Office of the President

December 17, 1991

TO: Vice Presidents, Executive Director Rauch, Assistant Vice President Nabb, Director Ploushek

FROM: John C. Hitt, Interim President

Chancellor Woodbury has requested that we suspend mailing or other distribution of all printed materials to legislators.

Chancellor Woodbury wants to prevent the legislators from seeing printed materials that he feels are inappropriate or offensive. The legislators are to be contacted directly if the information needs to be shared.

Sincerely,
John C. Hitt
Interim President

---

Just say no to sex

Evidently, Bill Clinton has stamina. Supposedly, he can jumpstart a puttering economy, give flight to educational programs that are backward at best, and STILL have time to run a marathon, swing from the lampshades, and bed his mistress in a single bound.

The American people are not impressed. And it's not as if Clinton is a hard core regular hanging around the political party with which he espouses. This kind of attitude is the problem, the whole league clothing the ranks of many other high profile men unable to hold back, men who appeared to be under the same bonds of marriage.

Clinton is now lumped with the Gary Hart, John Babbitt, Henry Hewes, that kind of crowd. The wrong woman when you are a 'Hip Hop' kind of guy. On the other hand, George Washington, FDR, Kennedy, Fidel Castro, (most presidents), (most famous of them all), and possibly the Kennedy clan,

Maggie Johnson.

And according to a recent New York post, nearly 90% of married couples in the United States have been from one affair turned to another at least a few times. So, if you are a John F., who are you kidding?

American Heritage High School's best student with whom it is not possible to work with society's restlessness, D.V.D. rules and the like.

It's a very hairy kind of society where people live in an urban world, where they think that neighbor is earning. Sexy action and active participation in American sauce dancing and even hockey candies.

But talk about it! No way. Ad

Joey Myers is a senior who thanks her Pi Phi sisters for understanding her need to drop everything and run off and tie a journalist.

---

Editorial Page

And just say no to ethics too. Historically, most criminals are not criminals, most people. Mostly for one reason, we're look out for our own interests, tending to the 99% is coming out of us just right really. Our parents didn't go to the principal's office to want to have condoms like some at some New York schools. Our kids probably will.

Our parents were raised to be responsible and to save black people money on a crowded bus. It was burned at the time.

Our parents didn't do this before, we guess they were more enlightened, women like the other of the time.

And again, if you think about it, J.R.K.'s on the scene too, they were more aggressive to fight things like the war of this country and their collective role in it. Bill Clinton is a sexual monster. Probably. But if he were performing all his sexual escapades with his wife, we'd no be so innovative. In the presence of some home, please reserve the word thing you've ever done and ask yourself how it feels.

If you feel that marriage is always a sacred, binding partnership, then by all means judge him. But remember your judgement is one of character, not sex habits.

If you feel that the media make too much of all this sex stuff, remember that they are a reflection of our society.

And next time they come around selling sex, tell them you're not buying.

Jody Myers is a senior who thanks her Pi Phi sisters for understanding her need to drop everything and run off and tie a journalist.
Response Page

Japan bashing
Disagreements culturally based

To the editor:

I have heard "Japan bashing" many times. Japan bashing is "anti-Japanese." However, these people who bash Japan are not unfriendly toward Japan. These people are asking why Japan is indulging or allowing others to beat them. The reason is obvious. There is probably no reason why they think so.

From my point of view, as a Japanese living in the U.S., Americans are too mean-spirited, and people who were there. I wish we could be more tolerant toward others and not the other way around. Pro-choice is necessary for women to live freely in this time.

Akemi Imafuku
Bangor

Chess club
Successful tournament

To the editor:

Over Christmas break the University of Maine Chess Club held a tournament in the Pan American Intercollegiate Chess Championship in Chicago, Illinois. The UMaine team, initially seeded 25th in the nation, finished 13th out of 47 teams with 3.5 match points out of a possible 5. A record which pleased UMaine to a 9-15th place in this National Championship. The team received the First in the U.S. Class, but the reality was an invitation to Wright State. Members of the team were Peter Markiewicz who scored 3.5 points, Allen Brooks, the high scorer for the team with 2.5 points, and twin brother, and Twin-ti, who scored 1.5-2.5, andurrson who scored 1.5 points. The tournament was a whole was particularly interesting due to the participation of the recent United States Champion, proud and International Grandmaster Gao Qiyong, who participated on the Brooklyn "A" team. The University of Chicago sponsored the event.

The news would like to thank all sponsors of this event, the Chess and National Honor Society and the International Student Association, their help and support could have been more. The most important wish to express gratitude toward Dr. Danny Kopy of this University in recruiting the most of charge, and Dr. George Cun-

nahan for his encouragement and work in behalf of the team.

Peter Markiewicz
UMaine Chess Club

Abortion

International student news

To the editor:

Why don't we have a place in the paper about the international news or something international in the international student news? There is an international section in the Maine Campus, but there isn't any about international news. It is very important to know why they think so.

You may say that Japan has a free market to the participation of the recent United States Champion, proud and InternationalGrandmaster Gao Qiyong, who participated on the Brooklyn "A" team. The University of Chicago sponsored the event.

The news would like to thank all sponsors of this event, the Chess and National Honor Society and the International Student Association, their help and support could have been more. The most important wish to express gratitude toward Dr. Danny Kopy of this University in recruiting the most of charge, and Dr. George Cun-

nahan for his encouragement and work in behalf of the team.

Peter Markiewicz
UMaine Chess Club

Concentrate on rights

To the editor:

Last Thursday's afternoon meeting either by the Women's Alliance or the BCA, Since the UMaine has many groups or clubs, it is a question about whom to join. The students who come to the meeting are usually "all right."

I have been interested in the concentration of energy on the right solutions, discussion with people who want to work on it. It is also important that we do not work on this separately.

Valeria Lette

Candicates Debate

Wednesday 7 p.m.
110 Little Hall

Candicates for president and vice-president of student government will make their final arguments tomorrow night. The debate will be held in the University of Maine. Sponsored by The Maine Campus.
Entertainment Pages

Calvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson

Doonesbury
by Garry Trudeau

Mother Goose & Grimm
by Mike Peters

Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly

Your Daily Horoscope

By Carl Paul

For Monday February 3

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A witty and idiosyncratic charm wins the day! A future get-together should be a hit. This is also a great day for a visit with someone who shares your interests.

ARIES (March 20 — April 19): You are in the mood for a change — a change for the better! A new job or a new position at work could beckon. Don't be afraid to take risks, and you may find yourself in a new and exciting situation.

TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Your work efforts are recognized by your superiors today. A promotion or a new assignment could be on the horizon. Keep your eyes open for opportunities to advance your career.

GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): Your creativity and imagination are at their peak today. Use them to your advantage, and you'll find success in any endeavor you undertake.

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): A new opportunity arises today, but you may need to be patient before you can fully embrace it. Trust your instincts, and good things will happen.

LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Your friends and family are looking for you to take a leadership role. Don't be afraid to step up and take charge. You'll be glad you did.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): A newfound sense of purpose could be the key to unlocking your full potential. You're ready to take on new challenges and achieve great things.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 22): A major decision comes your way today. Don't be afraid to take a leap of faith and follow your heart. You'll be glad you did.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): A long-standing issue comes to a head today. You may feel overwhelmed, but you have the strength to overcome it. Stay focused and determined.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): A break from the routine could be just what you need. Take advantage of this opportunity to recharge and refocus.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): You're ready to take on a new challenge. Don't be afraid to step out of your comfort zone and try something new. You'll be glad you did.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): A new project or a new job opportunity could be on the horizon. Don't be afraid to take risks and pursue your dreams.

PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 20): You're ready to take on new challenges. Don't be afraid to step out of your comfort zone and try something new. You'll be glad you did.
Your Daily Horoscope

By Carl Paul

For Tuesday February 4

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A workaholic who thrives on nervous energy, often fueled by caffeine, you are constantly on the go and often fail to get enough sleep. This makes you susceptible to a variety of unnecessary problems, nervous tension, and insomnia. Learn to relax and stop trying so hard to prove yourself.

ARIES (March 21 — April 19): Pride usually gets you into all kinds of work that is not challenging at all. This cannot overtake your social life as an unnecessary form of development.

TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Others may say your good fortunes lack rather than skill, but do that really matter? By making the most of opportunities, you may lack.

GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): Making plans with those closest to you greatly improves the environment at home. The situation can be enhanced by making plans together.

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Trusting a friend intervenes. Existing ties are strengthened by a common endeavor. A gregarious mood leads to numerous encounters, some of which are meaningful and others are not. Existing ties are strengthened by a common endeavor.

LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Stay alert for a window of opportunity that will only re- open after 5 p.m. The high-energy environment also allows you to take advantage of.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Those around you by acting out an outlandish plot. Backing up a wild hunch could be the start of something truly wonderful.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 22): Through skillful maneuvering you can free up a logjam that has hindered your progress for far too long. Use your influence to sway others.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): An optimistic attitude and outgoing approach bring about a chance encounter with positive feedback. This interaction could be a springboard to personal growth.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): What you learn during this period may call your good fortune luck rather than skill. But does that really matter? By making the most of opportunities, you make luck.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): What you learn during this period may call your good fortune luck rather than skill. By making the most of opportunities, you make luck.

PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 20): A new way to embrace new ideas in order to fulfill your potential.

New York Times Daily Crossword

ACROSS

1. Culture medium
4. 'Commonwealth'
7. Tennis great
11. Prefix with pod
12. Culture medium
13. Prefix with pod
14. City in Alaska
15. Lackaday, "Lackaday!"
16. "I am the master of my fate, the captain of my soul"
17. "Is Born."
18. "To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 982-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., or stop by the office in the basement of Lord Hall."
19. "If today is your birthday: A workaholic who thrives on nervous energy, often fueled by caffeine, you are constantly on the go and often fail to get enough sleep. This makes you susceptible to a variety of unnecessary problems, nervous tension, and insomnia. Learn to relax and stop trying so hard to prove yourself."

DOWN

1. "The Maine Campus, Monday, February 3, 1992"
3. "Entertainment Pages"
4. "Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone"
5. "Your Daily Horoscope"
6. "To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 982-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., or stop by the office in the basement of Lord Hall."
7. "If today is your birthday: A workaholic who thrives on nervous energy, often fueled by caffeine, you are constantly on the go and often fail to get enough sleep. This makes you susceptible to a variety of unnecessary problems, nervous tension, and insomnia. Learn to relax and stop trying so hard to prove yourself."
8. "Entertainment Pages"
9. "Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone"
10. "Your Daily Horoscope"
11. "To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 982-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., or stop by the office in the basement of Lord Hall."
State senator looking to give more help to homeless

By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer

Help may be on its way to Maine's homeless, even if Senator Barbara Gill of Cumberland has her way.

Gill has sponsored a bill which, if passed, would make it legal for the state to use its food stamp money on pork and other meats, and would allow Maine to receive its full share of pork and other meats from states which had cut their meat purchases. The bill would also allow the state to use its share of pork and other meats on its own, and to sell any unused pork and other meats to charitable organizations.

According to the Maine Coalition for the Homeless, Maine operates under a "Good Samaritan Law," which allows individuals to donate food to homeless shelters without fear of prosecution. However, the law does not allow the state to use its share of pork and other meats on its own.

"People donate pretty extensively in Maine, but any public awareness is always important," he said. "The difference the bill will make is that it is directed at the pig food distributors.

"People are no longer slipping through the cracks — they're being pushed head-first through the safety net," Rekas said.

Although they intend to strictly enforce an nationwide Lambda Chi rule prohibiting beer kegs inside the house, they are not planning to follow Sigma Chi's lead with a totally chemical free house.

"They weren't thinking particularly it was a big deal," Gill said. "They had other, more important things to consider."

With this in mind, Gill said she has no idea how the legislation that she has sponsored will fare. The bill may be vetoed at one of those steps in the operating months because of the state's budgetary changes due to the social service system's efforts to eliminate the surplus of money.

Biden was concerned with the budget proposed for July, but he also supported the legislation that he had recently sponsored. In July, the state's budget was proposed, and Biden said that he supported the "all-out assault on poor people and services and the system as a whole."

"People are no longer slipping through the cracks — they're being pushed head-first through the safety net," Biden said.

Lambda Chi returns to UMaine after six years

Lambda Chi, a general-social fraternity on campus, is like, "an instant support group," said Steve Smith, 23.

Besides an appealing membership policy, Lambda Chi is also working to increase membership. Plans for March include a Canadian retreat at the McGill University Lambda Chi house and a regional conclave in Boston. In June, all Lambda Chi chapters will meet in Orlando for the fraternity's National Assembly.

"We're looking for freshmen and sophomores who can commit to Lambda Chi to provide shape for the future," Waterman said. "They were blatant hazers and had blatant parties," he said. "Lambda Chi has come back with a new group of guys and they have a clean slate."
Leadership conference

Greeks get tips on leadership from Hitt, Ploszek

By Justin LaBarge  
Staff Writer

A Saturday morning leadership and treasury presentation gave Greek officers a glimpse of real-world decision making, competition and self-motivation.

Hosted by interim-President John Hitt and Athletic Director Michael Ploszek, both of whom have been under scrutiny lately for decisions and actions, the administrators were beat up here [UMaine]. I mean, just read the papers, look around here. As well as working for below average wages.

"Quite frankly, the administrators were beat up here [UMaine]. I mean, just read the papers, look around here. "—Interim President John Hitt

They have reached the point of diminishing returns and are so good judgment, strategic planning. Identifying the vision of the people should be fun and setting goals.

Ploszek outlined five leadership qualities: vision, honesty, integrity, empathy and competence. Be honest, said Ploszek. The more you can empathize, the better you can get the job done. It's not about yourself, but how you can use your values and sense of honor. Most important, he said, is to remain true to who you are.

"You've got to be yourself," he said. "You've got to find out what works for you. You might want to be president in an organization, but it might not be right for you. Wanting to do it doesn't mean you want to stay in it."

Hitt frequently referred to his experiences at the University of Maine, stressing the need to understand how the body of an organization functions. In the middle of a question from a student, Ploszek based his lecture on defining what good leadership consists of.

"No one wants to take on the responsibility of making decisions that might not be made, the athletic director said, citing the fact that most people are better followers than leaders.

"Dreams, goals and desires are key to what Ploszek called a 'winning attitude,' which is paramount in overcoming obstacles. "You gotta think like a six year old," he said, "because the people who make decisions are kids."

The administrators fielded questions on their own leadership decisions, including why president Hitt thought so many of the university's leaders were leaving.

"Quite frankly, the administrators were beat up here. I mean, just read the papers, look around here," he said. "I myself, being interim president and agreeing not to run for president at Maine, I want to be president," Hitt said. Ploszek defended his decision to terminate the swim teams.

"The primary basis for that decision came from the head coach himself," he said. "In two years the athletic department took a net negative impact of $800,000. Boom, gone," he said.

The administrators were also asked about the pressure they have taken as athletic directors. "What honks me off is that people are after me about the swim team, but no one is up about education," said Hitt. "Let's get our priorities straight.

The athletic director explained how these issues are dealt with by leaders.

"Hang in there, and while getting shot at, you have to learn to take it, and not to shoot back," Ploszek said.

He then responded to the pressure he has taken as athletic director.

"What honks me off is that people are after me about the swim team, but no one is up about education," he said. "Let's get our priorities straight."

Delta Tau Delta Fraternity

RUSH

Tuesday, February 4th- College Hoops 7:00pm
Thursday, February 6th- Steak Dinner 4:30
Friday, February 7th- Bonfire w/Sorority 7:00pm
Hang Out with the Sisters
Wednesday, February 5th 6pm
Dinner with a Fraternity
Tuesday, February 4th 5pm

It's so simple! From now until February 15, buy any small pizza from the Pizza Oven and use this coupon to get another* for only 99 cents!**

*one coupon per customer per order
**of equal or lesser value

A special offer to celebrate Valentine's Day.

Have you ever noticed that a condom looks like a life raft?

Take the hint, practice safe sex.

Hang with the Bros.
Hang with the Sisters.

Dinner with a Fraternity
Tuesday, February 4th 5pm
Hang Out with the Sisters
Wednesday, February 5th 6pm

Chow with the Bros, Hang with the Sisters.
Higgins wins it for UMaine men

By Chad Finn
Sports Writer

A pair of Marty Higgins free-throws with 17.6 left on the clock helped UMaine to victory over the Northeastern Huskies Saturday afternoon in Boston.

"We didn't have any intensity. We didn't push and try to inbound the ball," said UMaine Coach Trish Roberts.

The Black Bears, as Carpenter scored on a pat- terned Kevin McHale move and was fouled. She converted the freebie and UMaine was up 28-26. UMaine stole the ball and cruised in for the lay-up and the Huskies trailed 28-22.

The Black Bears to a lead of as much as nine.

Meanwhile, UMaine was putting on a scoring show. At halftime, the Black Bears had 38 points, compared to 24 for Northeastern.

The NU lead was short-lived, as the Huskies row though, to push the Huskies in front 10-9. The Defenders didn't make matters worse, as they squeaked out a 54-53 win over the Northeastern Huskies Saturday afternoon in Boston.

What appeared to be a relatively easy going game for the Black Bears in the first half turned out to be a fight for their lives in the second.

Second Period -3, UM Salfi 6 (Unassisted) (shg) 16:42. Penalties- Kriss, UM/L (Interference) :33, Brennan, BU (Holding) 5:34, Pred- co) 19:44. Penalties - Pellerin, UM (Interfer-ence) 14:25.

Third Period -5, BU Jenkins 3 (Pratt, Dahl-" The Maine Campus, Monday, February 3, 1992

Sports News

Maine Black Bears 54-53

game played 2-1-92

Bears vs. Northeastern (4-14 overall, 1-5 in the North Atlantic Conference) trailed by as many as 12 points in the second half as the Black Bears appeared headed for an easy victory. But a 20-8 Huskie run in the last 3:16, capped by an off-balance Omar Lee jumper with the clock left on the clock, tied the score at 45.

UMaine’s Jess Carpenter rips down a rebound from Northeastern’s Cheryl Robinson. Carpenter was the Black Bear scorer with 13 points as UMaine won 54-53 at Alfond Arena Saturday. (Boyd photo.)

Parsons, UM/L (High Stick, Misconduct) 7:35, Robitaille, UM (Holding) 10:56, Martin, UM (Hit) 4:20, Conlan, UM (Interference) 6:57, Shalaf, UM (Interference) 4:20, LaCouture, UM (High Stick) 10:52, Martin, UM (High Stick) 15:09, Pensa, UM/L (High Stick) 15:09, Weinrich, UM (Slashing) 19:28, Carney, UM/L (Hooking) 14:09, Ingraham, UM/L (Interference) 14:38. Penalties- Kriss, UM/L (Interference) 14:50, Daley, UM/1. (Hooking) 10:02, Silverman, UM (Holding) 8:37, Ronchi, UM/L 10:11. 2, UM Downey 14 (Tardif, Carr) 19:25. Penalties - Silverman, UM (Holding) 1:03, Thornton, BU(X -Check) 5:16, Martin, UM (Holding) 9:17, Hilliard, BU (Interference) 14:25.


Second Period -5, BU Jenkins 3 (Pratt, Dahl-

By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer

Well, the weather outside was frightful, but the game inside was delightful, at least for the University of Maine women's basketball fans and its fans at Alfond Arena.

What appeared to be a relatively easy going game for the Black Bears in the first half turned out to be a fight for their lives in the second. The Black Bears were down by 53-41 at the end of the half when Jackie Guidroz entered the game for the Black Bears in the first half.

A pair of Marty Higgins free-throws with 17.6 left on the clock helped UMaine to victory over the Northeastern Huskies Saturday afternoon in Boston.

"We didn't have any intensity. We didn't push and try to inbound the ball," said UMaine Coach Trish Roberts.

The Black Bears, as Carpenter scored on a patterned Kevin McHale move and was fouled. She converted the freebie and UMaine was up 28-26. UMaine stole the ball and cruised in for the lay-up and the Huskies trailed 28-22.
After playing what was possibly their best period of the year in the first period Friday against Boston University, the University of Maine hockey team coasted for the final 40 minutes of the game and it cost them. The Terriers came back with two goals in each the second and third periods, forcing the overtime.

By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer

After playing what was possibly their best period of the year in the first period Friday against Boston University, the University of Maine hockey team coasted for the final 40 minutes of the game and it cost them. The Terriers came back with two goals in each the second and third periods, forcing the overtime.

In the first year of hockey for UMaine, the Terriers turned the tables on the Black Bears Saturday with a 3-2 overtime win at Alfond Arena.

The Terriers scored two goals in the second period and another in the third to set the stage for the overtime. But the Black Bears' pedigree was too much for the Terriers to handle.

The Terriers' head coach, Scott Cashman, said he was pleased with the way his team played, but he was disappointed with the outcome.

The Black Bears' head coach, Tim Hunter, said he was pleased with the way his team played, but he was disappointed with the outcome.

The Terriers scored two goals in the second period and another in the third to set the stage for the overtime. But the Black Bears' pedigree was too much for the Terriers to handle.

The Black Bears' head coach, Tim Hunter, said he was pleased with the way his team played, but he was disappointed with the outcome.

With the win, the Black Bears moved to 19-3-1 overall, 8-2-1 in Hockey East. The Terriers moved to 17-12-2 overall, 5-7-1 in Hockey East.

The Black Bears' next home game will be Feb. 14-15 when the Eagles from Boston College come to Alfond Arena.

The Black Bears' next home game will be Feb. 14-15 when the Eagles from Boston College come to Alfond Arena.
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no exception as the momentum swung to the NU side of the floor. The sloppy Black Bear defense continued, and Briggs picked up her fourth foul and had to sit out a minute. The other end saw Higgins hit a jumper off a nice Higgins feed to break a four minute Black Bear scoring drought, giving them a 65-61 advantage with 35 seconds to play. NU's Darlene Strong missed a lay-up on the other end and Bradstreet was fouled by hitting one of two, which proved to be the game winner. "Guha" hit two key free throws to break her back in the fourth, and the Black Bears had survived a scare, 54-53.
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Women's hoop down Huskies from page 17

Second half with a 17-8 run to take a commanding 57-43 lead. Hodge had 7 points in the stretch, while Frenette had 6. But lackey by Lee and Jones, and a better defensive point guard for the Huskies, made that lead a lot easier to extend. The Huskies, with 15 points while dishing out seven assists, had four minutes Black Bear scoring drought, giving them an 18-4 advantage with 35 seconds to play.

UMaine's Brunson hit an acrobatic jumper off a long offensive rebound to retake the UMaine lead two with 26 seconds left. NU had troubles getting the ball penetrated as the visiting Black Bears had 1,000 rebounds over the year. Higgins, who hit three of her four free throws, had 24 points in the second half as the 10th-ranked Buckeyes fell to 4-5 in the Big Ten. Higgins was 13-13 from the line, 7-7 from the field, and 0-4 from the three point line.

Bonds agrees to $4.7 million deal with Padres

NEW YORK (AP) — Barry Bonds and the Pittsburgh Pirates agreed Monday to a four-year, $4.7 million deal that would make him the highest-paid player in baseball history, topping Cecil Fielder's $4.5 million deal with Detroit on Tuesday.

The United States clinched a quarterfinal berth against Argentina with a 6-4 victory over No. 15 Michigan Sunday as the 10th-ranked Buckeyes fell to 4-5 in the Big Ten.

Bonds, who lost in salary arbitration the past two years, got the highest one-year contract for a Negro League player this year when they take on the Rider Broncs at 1:15 p.m. at Old Main.

Bonds agreed to a one-year, $350,000 contract with the Detroit Tigers on Tuesday. The Pirates offered Bonds $300,000, which included several misses and a couple of turnovers, UMaine's Hursey nailed a three-pointer off a nice Higgins feed to brake a four minute Black Bear scoring drought, giving them a 65-61 advantage with 35 seconds to play.

UMaine's Guides hit its mark but time had expired and the Blue Jays won 6-3.

UMaine lead to two with 20 seconds left. A minute later Briggs picked up her fourth and the Huskies smelled an upset. The Black Bears had managed to take the lead on a 22-5 Black Bear run over the next five minutes and UMaine took a 33-23 lead. Higgins got whistled for her fourth violation and NU closed to within four. Harwell, who had been a force on the boards all day, grabbed a huge offensive rebound and put back in the game at 65-61, Time-out UMaine.
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**Maine Campus classifieds**

**Stop by the basement of Lord Hall for your classified ad.**

**jobs**

Campus Committees wanted at beautiful residential summer camp for girls in Vermont. Summer positions available for driving, cooking, and baby-sitting. Good work environment, no medical fees, and competing salaries. Contact West Acres Camp, Rte. 116A, Thomaston, Vt. 05787. (802) 258-3405.

**apartments**

Renters wanted for 1-3BR rooms in a 6BR house, $200-$300 per month, all utilities included. Contact 255-2411.

**lost & found**

LOST: A black, black and white, and white cat. The cat was last seen on the 1st floor of the library. Call 238-3190.

**services**

Computer repair, software installation, systems maintenance. Contact 255-7300.

**study abroad**

Study Away Fair, February 5, 3-6 in the Student Center. Explore the options for studying abroad! You can study in Alaska, Bulgaria, Canada or anywhere else. National Student Exchange or Study Abroad Exchange.

**fundraising**

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fraternal, sorority and student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a 11000 bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH if you put in at least 20 hours of fundraising. Contact 800-426-7710 Ext. 65.

**personal services**

The Enquirer, 12-14 Middle St., Orono. Home cleaning, house sitting, etc. Call 866-386-6666.

**people**

The Enquirer, 12-14 Middle St., Orono. Home cleaning, house sitting, etc. Call 866-386-6666.

**dining**

**apartments**
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FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fraternal, sorority and student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a 11000 bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH if you put in at least 20 hours of fundraising. Contact 800-426-7710 Ext. 65.
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